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Abstract

Offshore Surveillance of Wave Buoys

Simon Tyrberg

To gain further knowledge about the motion of the wave buoys involved in the
Islandsberg project for wave power, a surveillance system has been designed. The
base for the system consists of a lattice tower to be placed on one of two islets
southwest of Lysekil: Klammerskären. The distance from the islets to the wave energy
research park and the wave buoys is between 150 and 300 meters. The tower will be
12 meters high and in it a network camera will be mounted, together with a small
wind turbine, two solar panels, a battery bank and equipment for communication with
land. A signal cable presently dispatched in the sea near Klammerskären will be used
to connect the islets to a measuring station at the nearby island of Gullholmen. All the
necessary permits for the project have been acquired, all of the equipment to be used
has been delivered, and the full procedures for the construction and installation of the
tower and the surveillance system have been laid out. The tower however, has not
yet been mounted and the system has not been tested as a whole. When completed,
the tower may be used as a station for further measurements within the Islandsberg
project.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
I arbetet med att minska människans koldioxidutsläpp har designen av våra energisystem 
en viktig del. Många röster har höjts för utvecklingen av teknologier för förnybara 
energikällor. Avdelningen för ellära vid Uppsala universitet har mot bakgrund av detta 
arbetat med att ta fram teknik för utvinnande av elektrisk energi ur havsvågor: vågkraft. 
Projektet heter Islandsberg och i detta projekt finns ett forskningsområde i vattnen 
utanför Lysekil, där för närvarande en fungerande och fullskalig prototyp av ett 
vågkraftverk är förlagt. Principen för systemet är att använda en boj till att ta upp 
vågornas rörelser, vilka överförs till en generator på bottnen via en lina. I generatorn 
omvandlas sedan rörelserna till elektrisk energi som transporteras till land.  
 
Sedan starten 2002 har projektet kommit en god bit på väg, och många frågor har 
besvarats. Ännu fler frågor återstår dock, bland annat saknas det kunskap om hur bojen 
rör sig i vattnet. Att den rör sig råder det knappast något tvivel om, och det går dessutom 
att dra vissa slutsatser om hur mycket, utifrån uppmätta spänningar i generatorn. Men 
man kan inte veta säkert, eftersom bojen inte är styvt förbunden med generatorn. Det 
finns alltså möjlighet för bojen att röra sig i sidled, rotera, vicka eller sköljas över med 
vatten vid stora vågor, och inget av dessa fenomen kan observeras i nuläget.  
 
Det var ur detta som idén om övervakning av vågbojen kom till, och idén blev grunden 
för det här examensarbetet. Arbetet har bestått i att designa, och i möjlig mån bygga, ett 
system som kan användas för bojövervakning.  
 
För syftet har en videokamera valts, att placeras på Klammerskäret: en kobbe ute till 
havs. Även andra system är tänkbara och har inte uteslutits, men sådana tillägg ligger i så 
fall i framtiden. För att kameran ska kunna övervaka bojfältet, som ligger 150-300 meter 
från kobben, skall den placeras på en 12 meter hög mast. I masten skall också placeras ett 
litet vindkraftverk på 400W samt två solcellspaneler om 85 W vardera. Vidare skall 
stationen förses med en batteribank för att klara längre perioder av stiltje och dålig sol. På 
så sätt skall stationen bli självförsörjande på energi. 
 
Bojarna i bojfältet ska kunna övervakas i realtid och för att det ska lyckas måste det 
finnas vägar för datakommunikation med Klammerskären. För detta syfte skall en 
signalkabel dras upp på Klammerskären och förbinda kameran med fastlandet. Att lägga 
ut kabel i havsmiljö är dyrt och komplicerat, men som tur är finns redan en signalkabel 
utlagd i samband med ett tidigare bygge, varför jobbet nu är reducerat till att hämta upp 
denna kabel till Klammerskären.  
 
I dagsläget (11 maj, 2007) återstår en del arbete med övervakningsstationen. Systemet är 
designat, alla tillstånd är inhämtade och allt material är levererat, men själva bygget av 
masten har ännu inte kunnat påbörjas. Arbetet ute till havs är mycket väderberoende och 
det krävs praktiskt taget stiltje för att genomföra gjutningen av det fundament som 
masten ska stå på.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Since the year 2002, the Division for Electricity and Lightning Research has been 
working on a project to extract electrical energy from ocean waves. The ever increasing 
need for energy in the world, and the dangers of further use of fossil fuels have made 
clear that research on renewable energies is important. The wave power project is one out 
of many projects at the division concerned with this. 
 
The wave power project, Islandsberg, is not the first attempt to harvest energy from 
ocean waves1, but the belief is that it may succeed where others have failed. Historically, 
many attempts have failed in creating a technology that can survive the harsh ocean wave 
climates, or in designing a technology that is economically viable. There are some 
considerable advantages in using wave energy in comparison to other intermittent energy 
sources, such as wind or solar energy. But there are also some fundamental difficulties. 
On the positive side, ocean waves are of a higher energy density than wind and solar 
radiation. Put differently; to access the same amount of energy, a wave power plant, or 
WEC (Wave Energy Converter), does not have to be as large as a wind turbine or a solar 
panel. This is important, since economic feasibility is central to renewable energy 
projects. Another advantage of waves as an energy source, in comparison to wind power, 
is that the waves are more predictable and more evenly distributed in time. In other 
words, wave energy has a higher utility factor. Ocean waves store the energy from wind 
blowing over large areas of the sea and transport it to land. Thus, even if the wind 
changes or dies on the coast, the waves will keep rolling in for some time.  
 
The major difficulty of tapping into the huge energy resource of ocean waves is the 
tremendous powers involved. For a system to be sustainable, it needs to produce energy 
at average wave climates, but still survive harsh weathers and storms. There is therefore a 
risk of ending up with systems that are either too bulky to be economically viable, or 
conversely: too fragile to survive in the long run. The slow motion of ocean waves is 
another principal difficulty of using waves for generating electric energy. Generators are 
mostly made for fast and rotating motions. Therefore, many different attempts have been 
made to transform the slow up-and-down motion of waves to a rapid rotation. To do this, 
it is necessary to use gearboxes and other machinery which are high in maintenance and 
therefore expensive. Furthermore, complex mechanical systems, in general, have a higher 
risk of failure than simple ones. 
 
In the Islandsberg project simplicity is central, as is the idea to keep sensitive and 
expensive parts at the seabed, protected from storms. The system consists of a buoy at the 
surface, connected with a rope to a linear generator at the bottom of the ocean. The idea 
of using a linear generator is based on the principle of adjusting the generator to the 
motion of the waves, rather than transforming the heaving of the waves to a circular 
motion. The movement of the buoy in the waves is transferred to the piston in the 

                                                 
1 See for example Polinder et al, Kofoed et al, Carcas, Boake et al, Draper or Leijon et al. 
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generator and its up-and-down motion produces an electrical voltage. The principle of the 
system is illustrated in figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Linear generator at the seabed, buoy at surface (Illustration by Oskar 
Danielsson). 

 
The electricity that is produced in the generator is transferred to land through a cable at 
the seabed. To solve problems with the varying amplitude and frequency of the electric 
current, the plan is to interconnect several generators and rectify the current before 
sending it to land.  
 
The first out of a planned ten generators was installed in the ocean outside Lysekil on the 
Swedish west coast in the spring of 2006. Other buoys had also been laid out in the water 
earlier, for wave measuring purposes, to study the forces of the waves, and to perform 
ecological tests. During 2006, a measuring station was set up on the nearby island of 
Gullholmen. At this station, it is possible to monitor the power production of the system 
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and perform experiments with different electrical loads. Through studies of the voltages 
produced in the generator, it is also possible to draw conclusions on the position of the 
piston inside the generator. It is not, however, possible to determine the motion of the 
buoy through such studies. There is no way of knowing if the buoy is swept over with 
water for instance, nor is it possible to determine to what extent the buoy tilts, rotates, or 
moves sideways in the water.  
 
Due to these concerns, and a general interest in observing the system more directly, the 
idea of surveillance of the buoys at sea was conceived. The goal of this Masters Thesis 
has been to design and build such a surveillance system. 

1.2 Nomenclature 
In this paper, the term wave buoy will refer to the specific buoy presently connected to 
the generator in the Islandsberg project. In other contexts, wave buoy may refer to a 
device to measure waves. Such buoys will in this paper be referred to as wave measuring 
buoys. Apart from the wave buoy connected to the generator and a measuring buoy, there 
are a number of other buoys in the area that are used for studies on the environmental 
impact of wave power and buoy installations, and conversely on the impact of the ocean 
environment on the installations. Such buoys will be referred to as environmental buoys. 
 
The abbreviation WEC stands for Wave Energy Converter and denotes the system of 
buoy and generator together. Other authors have sometimes used the terms wave power 
plant or wave energy plant.  
 
Energy will be described in two different ways: Watt hours (Wh) on the one hand, and 
Ampere hours (Ah) on the other hand. Ah is not formally a unit describing energy, rather 
it describes the capacity of systems with a fixed voltage. For example, a battery with a 
capacity of 50 Ah can deliver 1 A for 50 hours. How much energy this corresponds to 
depends on the voltage of the battery. If it is a 12 V battery, 1 A corresponds to 12 W 
(P=UI) and thus the energy content of the battery is 12 W · 50 h = 600 Wh. To switch 
between Ah and Wh, the value in Ah is simply multiplied with the voltage of the system. 

1.3 Layout 
The next chapter will explain the basic conditions that had to be considered in the choice 
of system. Thereafter the systems that were possible under these circumstances will be 
listed. The system that was finally chosen and how this choice was made will be 
explained. The following chapters will then deal with the work of finding the different 
necessary parts of the system, and putting them together. Finally, some conclusions will 
be discussed.  
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2. Basic conditions at the start of the thesis work 

2.1 The buoy and the site  
The wave buoy has the shape of a disc, with a diameter of three meters and a height of 
0.8 meters. It is made out of steel and it is thus possible to weld or glue different 
structures to it, if that should prove necessary. It is also possible to place devices inside 
the buoy, as long as they are not too large. The buoy can be seen in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The wave buoy at sea. 

 
The Islandsberg project is located southwest of Lysekil on the Swedish west coast. A 
map of Lysekil and its southern surroundings can be seen in figure 3. All of the buoys in 
the project will be placed in an area approximately 150 m wide and 300 m long forming a 
small wave power research park. 
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Location of the 
research park 

Figure 3: Lysekil and southern surroundings. 
 
A sea chart presenting the research area can be seen in figure 4. The research park is 
marked north of Gräsholmarna (Gräsh:na). The dashed-dotted line represents the power 
cable that is drawn from the generator to the measuring station at Gullholmen.  

 

 
Figure 4. The research park with surroundings. Illustration by Stefan Gustafsson. 

 
Directly south of the research park and less than two kilometers northwest of Gullholmen 
lie two islets called Klammerskären. There is a western and an eastern islet, roughly 
equal in size. They are small rock formations no more than a meter above the waterline, 
about five meters wide and 15-20 meters long. A picture of the western islet can be seen 
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in figure 5. The estate of Klammerskären is registered as Lysekil Gåsö S:13 and belongs 
to Gåsö samfällighet (Gåsö Community).  
 

 
Figure 5: The western of the two islets of Klammerskären, seen from the north. 

2.2 Demands on the system 
Ideally, a system for wave buoy surveillance should meet a number of demands. It should 
be able to: 
 
• Determine the position and orientation of the buoy. Possibility to measure all six 

degrees of freedom (position and rotation in x-, y, and z-direction) is preferable. 
• Track the motion of the buoy in real time. 
• Store data of the buoy’s movements. 
• Determine whether or not water sweeps over the buoy. 
• Measure the amount of water that flows over the buoy. 
• Determine how deep in the water the buoy lies; the so called draft which is an 

important parameter in hydrodynamic calculations. 
 
Finally, it is preferable that the system can be used on future wave buoys as well. No 
single technology can handle all of these demands, but there are ways of combining 
technologies so that all the demands are met. The more complex the system becomes, 
however, the more expensive and time consuming the construction becomes. After 
examining the different techniques in question, it was thus necessary to make some 
decisions on what demands were to be given priority. This will be discussed further under 
3.2 Choice of system. 
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3. System design 

3.1 Available technology 
There are many technologies that could be used to follow motions of objects. In principal, 
these technologies can be divided into two main types: measuring systems that move 
together with the object and systems that observe it from the outside. Described below 
are the three systems that were found to be the most plausible in the case of the wave 
buoy. The first one moves together with the object and the other two observe it from a 
distance. 

3.1.1 Accelerometers 
There are a number of commercial systems for measuring wave heights and wave 
directions. When it comes to gathering wave data at sites not connected to man-made 
structures (e.g. oil platforms) the dominant systems over the past 30 years have been 
moored measuring buoys.2 Such buoys usually contain one or several accelerometers that 
measure acceleration in one or more directions. To compensate for the gravitational 
acceleration, they also need some kind of system to keep the accelerometers leveled (for 
example a gyro or mounting on a pendulum).3 To acquire the position of the measuring 
buoy, the accelerometer output is integrated twice. 
 
An option for determining the motion of the wave buoy would be to install the same kind 
of technology that is used in measuring buoys. One supplier of such products is Datawell 
BV, based in Netherlands. Among their products is the measuring buoy Waverider (see 
figure 6), which is already in use in the research park. Data from this buoy on the wave 
climate outside Islandsberg can be viewed at http://islandsberg.angstrom.uu.se. Datawell 
and other companies also sell separate motion sensors that could be placed inside the 
wave buoy. 
 

 
Figure 6: The Datawell Waverider buoy. 

                                                 
2 Krogstad et al., p 310 
3 Bernhoff et al, p 56.  
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3.1.1.1 Pros and cons 
The main advantage with using accelerometers to register wave buoy movement is that it 
is a ready-to-use technology. Commercial products exist and have been in use for several 
years. Thus, it is a well-tried system which would be likely to work satisfyingly. There 
are, however, also a number of disadvantages with this system. Firstly, mounting of 
structures on or in the wave buoy is possible but not desired, since the buoy presently lies 
in the water of the Swedish west coast. Secondly, any system which is placed inside the 
buoy will need a local energy supply. This means batteries, which have to be replaced 
regularly or charged via solar cells on the buoy. Thirdly, data from the accelerometers has 
to be transmitted to land from the buoy. As with the mounting of structures in general, a 
communication system on the wave buoy may be difficult to set up. It is by no means 
impossible (data is already being transmitted from the wave buoy for other purposes), but 
it is definitely more difficult than using land-based communication. 
 
There is also another problem with accelerometers, which is of a more fundamental kind. 
Since data on position comes from integration of acceleration, the system will be 
insensitive to non-accelerating motion, or even low frequency motion. Thus, drifting 
errors on position may occur. There are algorithms to compensate for this, but it is still an 
inherent weakness of the system.  

3.1.2 Camera surveillance 
A quite straightforward way to monitor the wave buoy, as well as future wave buoys, is 
to mount a camera overlooking the research park.  

3.1.2.1 Pros and cons 
The main benefit of a camera system is the presentation of the results. Much more 
intuitive than numbers and graphs, moving pictures give a solid “feel” for the motion of 
the buoy. It is easily to see the interaction between the waves and the buoy. However, in 
its simplest version a camera can only provide general results on the buoy motions. It 
may be possible to see that the wave buoy is moving, and if this movement is small or 
large. But no detailed data that could be correlated to voltages in the generator will be 
acquired, for example. On the other hand, a camera could also serve as a general way to 
observe the entire research park. It would be possible to observe wave heights (at least 
qualitatively), environmental buoys and keep an eye on the equipment during harsh 
weather. 
 
A camera, however, has to be placed somewhere other than on the buoy itself. 
Klammerskären is the only place within reasonable distance from the research park which 
could serve as a place for camera mounting. For a camera to be useful at Klammerskären, 
it would have to be placed at some height. Furthermore, as with any equipment, a camera 
system would require an energy supply. Finally, some kind of communicating system is 
necessary, or it the images will have to be physically fetched from the camera. None of 
these tasks are trivial since Klammerskären are some kilometers out to sea.  
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3.1.3 Tracking 
Tracking is a term mostly used in interactive computer systems. It refers to different 
methods of measuring the motion of objects, so that this information can be used to 
control other processes. An example of this is tracking in computer games, where the 
motion of the player is transferred to a virtual person on the computer screen. Steering of 
machines through a joystick is also a kind of tracking, where the motion of the hand 
controls the motion of the machine. 
 
There are many different methods of tracking, for example magnetic, ultrasonic, 
mechanical and optical.4 Most of them are not suitable for the application on the wave 
buoy however. Some of them require a wired sensor, others are only for high precision 
and short ranges, and yet others are just too expensive. Optical tracking though, is a 
method that could possibly work. Like camera surveillance, optical tracking is based on 
handling images of an object to determine the motion of it. Unlike camera surveillance 
however, optical tracking is not confined to the visible spectrum of light. Optical tracking 
works like this: 
 
Two cameras are focused on one or several targets. Targets are either passive or active. 
Passive targets can be infrared markers or just a special color, whereas active markers are 
light-emitting (e.g. diodes). In either case, the target reflects/emits light only in specific 
light bands. The double cameras register where these points are, and through a computer 
analysis of the dual images, the location of the marker/markers can be calculated, as long 
as the specific setup of the cameras is known. One marker is sufficient to calculate the 
position of an object, and several markers can be used to calculate up to six degrees of 
freedom. It is also possible to only use one camera, if the object to be tracked is marked 
with a pattern.5

3.1.3.1 Pros and cons 
There are two main advantages of optical tracking in comparison with ordinary camera 
surveillance. Firstly, a computer is doing the work of interpreting the images, which 
means that the result is data on the motion, rather than just a series of pictures. Of course, 
as long as the visible spectrum is used, there is nothing that contradicts using a camera 
for optical tracking and surveillance. This may prove to be a good method. In using 
infrared light instead of visible light, however, lies the second major benefit of optical 
tracking. Infrared light makes it possible to track motions even in the night time or in 
foggy conditions, since fog is much more transparent to infrared light than to visible 
light.  
 
The disadvantage of using optical tracking is that the system is more complicated than 
ordinary camera surveillance. It is necessary to use computer software to process the 
images, and there are also much higher demands on the camera setup in terms of 
precision. Furthermore, it is difficult to know how well the system will work. If it is not 

                                                 
4 Seipel 
5 Seipel 
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enough with infrared markers on the buoy, it will be necessary to use active targets. Such 
targets will use electricity, and arranging an energy supply on the buoy is complicated. 

3.2 Choice of system 
The work of gathering information on different techniques for buoy motion capture was 
done as a project during the summer of 2006. It was at that time not evident which 
properties of the system were to be given priority. It became clear during the fall, 
however, that the system would have to be based on only one of the above-mentioned 
techniques, at least initially. Otherwise the work would have become too extensive to be 
carried out within the frame of a master’s thesis. 
 
It was decided that the illustrating capacities of a camera system outweighed the 
advantages of accelerometers in terms of simplicity. If a proper camera is used, the 
system can also be used to monitor any buoy in the park. Installations on, or in, future 
buoys will not be necessary for this purpose. To simply be able to view the research park 
can as well be seen as a first step before turning to closer investigation of buoy 
movements. It is thus possible that the system later on will be complemented with 
accelerometers or optical tracking. 
 
A camera system will meet some of the demands set up in chapter 2.2, but not all. It will 
be possible both to track the motion of the buoy and to store data on these movements. 
The data will be in video format however, and a comparison with data on voltages from 
the generator will be somewhat difficult to perform. It will be possible to determine if the 
buoy is swept over with water, but not in any detailed way. Finally, it will be possible to 
draw some conclusions on the draft (how deep in the water the buoy lies), but such 
conclusions will be of a qualitative type. It will not be possible to express these 
characteristics in numbers. 
 
The choice of a camera to monitor the wave buoy determined much of what the 
remaining work was to be about. As was mentioned above, the camera itself is merely a 
small part of the whole system. Other vital parts, except for a physical place to put the 
camera (Klammerskären), are systems for energy supply and communication with land. 
Moreover, some kind of tower must be built for the camera to be placed in. Finally, some 
of these things are dependent on permits from different governmental agencies. 
 
It is quite possible that further equipment will be placed in the tower later on. A system 
for optical tracking has already been mentioned. There have also been thoughts on 
installing a weather station in the tower, on placing a hydrophone in the water near 
Klammerskären to measure noise from the generator and to install a system to conduct 
water level measurements. These things had to be kept in mind when designing the 
system.  
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4. Implementation 

4.1 Tower 
To get any use out of a camera, it is imperative that it is mounted on a tower. The higher 
the tower is, the better the view will be. At times with high waves, this is even more 
important, since the buoy otherwise will be hidden in the wave troughs.  
 
The question of exactly how high to make the tower is a trade-off between view, price, 
and ease of getting permits granted. As was stated above, a higher tower obviously will 
give a better view. But a higher tower is also more difficult, and more expensive, to build. 
Furthermore, it will be easier to get a building permit, as well as the consent of the land 
owners, if the tower is not so high. 

4.1.1 Minimum height 
To determine what minimum height would be required for a satisfying view, an 
experiment was made. Several wooden blocks were placed on the grass east of the 
Ångström laboratory. The blocks were arranged in a circle with a diameter of three 
meters to serve as a model wave buoy. Three Styrofoam markers were also placed on 
sticks inside the circle to symbolize possible IR-reflectors, in case optical tracking was to 
be used. Photos were then taken from the different floors of the Ångstöm laboratory to 
determine how well the features of the buoy model could be observed at different camera 
heights. The horizontal distance between the position of the camera and the buoy model 
was ca 110 meters, symbolizing the distance between Klammerskären and the southern 
part of the research park. At each floor, except for floor one, pictures were taken with a 
zoom of 1x, 3x, 13x and 26x. 26x zoom corresponded to the capacity of the camera that 
was planned for at that time. All of the pictures can be seen in the appendix. In figure 7, 
pictures with a zoom of 26x can be seen from the heights of 4, 9 and 14 meters.  
 

   
Figure 7. The buoy model seen from 4, 9 and 14 meters height. 

 
From four meters height, it is not possible to distinguish the circular shape of the block 
formation. From nine meters, the circular shape is somewhat visible, but not obvious. 
From 14 meters finally, it is clear that the blocks are in a circle. The somewhat 
approximate conclusion is that there exists a lower limit of tower height somewhere 
between fourteen and nine meters, if a circular wave buoy of three meters diameter is to 
be observed. If the camera is at a lower height, it will probably become hard to 
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distinguish all motions. It can be noted that the difference between four and fourteen 
meters is more obvious than the difference between fourteen and twenty-four meters. A 
picture from twenty-four meters can be seen in figure 8. Having a tower of considerably 
greater height than fourteen meters may therefore not be worth the extra costs.  
 

 
Figure 8. The buoy model seen from 24 meters height. 

4.1.2 Type of tower and chosen height 
Considering the very exposed location and the potentially hard weather at the site, the 
most plausible alternative for the tower was determined to be a steel lattice construction. 
The size of the islets makes it impossible to use guy wires for support, and thus the lattice 
tower needs to be very sturdy. 
 
The Swedish company WIBE constructs unsupported lattice towers of different kinds. 
The main use of these towers is for lightning and telecommunications. The series of 
lattice towers called Alta were found to be a good alternative. The Alta towers have a 
quadratic cross section with an internal ladder and possibilities to mount terraces for 
doing work in the tower. A data sheet for this tower is enclosed in the appendix. Since the 
tower comes in sections of six meters, and a minimum for tower height was found to be 
somewhere between nine and fourteen meters, a two-section tower of twelve meters 
height was found to be a good option. A higher tower would have had to be eighteen 
meters, which would mean a much higher price, a more complicated mounting and 
possible difficulties in getting a permit.  

4.1.3 Calculation of wind area 
Different dimensioning criteria are placed on the tower, depending on the wind climate 
for the location of the tower and the physical size and shape of the equipment to be 
placed in it. To know what dimensions to use, the wind area of the equipment has to be 
calculated. The wind area is defined as the actual physical area multiplied with a shape 
factor, i.e. a figure to determine to what extent the equipment is aerodynamically shaped. 
The actual area of the equipment to be put in the tower (now or possibly later on) was 
calculated and can be found in table 1. 
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Device Area (m2) Comment 
Camera 0.08  
Antenna system 0.73  
Weather station 0.14 Approximated value 
Wind turbine6 1.04 Swept area, rotor diameter 1.15 m 
Solar panels7 1.29  
Total 3.28  

 
Table 1. The actual area of the equipment in the tower. 

 
This area is then to be multiplied with a shape factor, which is usually given by the 
manufacturer for e.g. antennas. However, there was no information on shape factors for 
the equipment in this case, so to be on the safe side the shape factor for all of the 
equipment was approximated to be 2. This approximation means that, from an 
aerodynamic point of view, all the equipment is as poorly designed as possible.8 The 
result is a wind area of 2 · 3.28 m2 = 6.56 m2. The two different tower setups that were in 
question were rated for wind areas of 6.70 m2 and 11.5 m2 respectively. Although the 
smaller alternative would likely have been enough, at the time of the calculations it was 
not clear what size of wind turbine was going to be used. There were alternatives with 
turbines twice the size, which would have made a tolerated wind area of 6.70 m2 too 
small. Thus, the alternative that could uphold a wind area of 11.5 m2 was chosen. This 
corresponds to the setup of sections 19 and 20 in WIBE’s terminology (see the attached 
data sheet on the Alta series for more information). 

4.2 Camera 
A desired feature of the system is that it allows for real time monitoring of the research 
park. A network camera is therefore necessary, so that the images can be accessed 
instantaneously. Other demands on the camera were for it to have very good optics and 
possibilities to pan. The former demand is a result of the large distance, at least 100 
meters, between the camera and the nearest buoy. The latter demand is a consequence of 
the requirement that the camera should be able to monitor the entire research park. The 
chosen camera was Sony’s network camera SNC-RX550 (see figure 9), which is a PTZ 
camera with 26x optical zoom. PTZ stands for pan, tilt, and zoom, which in this case 
means that the camera can rotate 360 degrees and tilt 90 degrees from the horizontal 
plane. 26x optical zoom is among the best optics available in this class of cameras. The 
pictures in chapter 4.1.1 Minimum height were taken to get an understanding of the 
zooming capabilities of the proposed camera, as well as for the different tower heights. 

                                                 
6 This is an overestimation, since the swept area is greater than the area corresponding to the pressure on 
the turbine from the wind.  
7 This is an overestimation as well, since there is no need to put the solar cell panels in the top of the tower.  
8 Based on conversations with WIBE. 
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4.2.1 Energy supply for the camera 
The camera can be run on 12 VDC or 24 VAC. 12 VDC works well if one is using a 
battery, whereas a transformer from 230 VAC to 24 VAC is needed for energy supply 
from the grid. The 12 VDC option is the one which will be used in this application. 
 

 
Figure 9. The Sony SNC-RX550 network camera. 

 

4.2.2 Housing 
A dome housing was purchased for the camera, for outside use. The housing has internal 
heating and looks somewhat like a street light. It is placed on a black steel pipe, to be 
mounted on a wall. A picture of the housing, temporarily mounted on a wooden stand, 
can be seen in figure 10. The main purpose of the housing is to provide protection from 
hard weather and keep the camera at a good working temperature. To achieve the latter, 
there is some circuitry along with two fans and a heater inside the housing.  
 

 
Figure 10. The camera housing. 
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4.2.3 Problems in using 12 VDC for the housing 
While the camera could be run on either 12 VDC or 24 VAC, this option was not 
provided for the housing. Instead, the housing was rated for 24 VAC only, which 
complicated the matter of power supply for the camera and the housing together. It is 
possible to construct a system with a transformer and an inverter to acquire the 24 VAC 
from 12 VDC, but it was felt that this option would be unnecessarily complicated and 
power consuming. Therefore, the circuit board controlling the fan and heater in the 
camera housing was taken out and analyzed. As it turned out, the fans were already 
working at 12 VDC, as was the thermostat controlling the 25 W heater (corresponding to 
a resistor of 23 Ω). The only thing that would become different when working with 12 
VDC would therefore be the heating. To achieve the same heating power as with 24 
VAC, another heater (resistor) with a resistance of 10 Ω was installed in parallel with the 
original one. The resulting resistance of both heaters becomes 
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thus meaning that of heating power will be produced in the 
heaters if run on 12 VDC. The value differs somewhat from the original 25 W, but since 
resistors are made in set sizes, it is difficult to make a perfect system. The solution above 
was felt to be acceptable. The prediction is that the heaters will have to run somewhat 
more often, but still work satisfactory. A picture of the circuitry of the camera housing 
and the installed extra resistor can be seen in figure 11. 

WRUP 2014.7/12/ 22 ≈==

 
 

  

Resistor

Original heater 

Fan

Figure 11. The circuitry of the camera. The installed extra resistor can be seen in the 
picture to the right. 

 

4.3 Energy supply 
There are basically three ways to supply power to Klammerskären. One option is to try to 
connect the islets to the commercial grid via a sea cable. Another possibility would be to 
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use rechargeable batteries and make trips to the islets regularly, to exchange the batteries. 
The third option would be to produce the needed power on-site.  
 
The third of these options was chosen, since a sea cable would be too expensive and 
regularly transporting batteries out to Klammerskären is very time-consuming (and not 
even possible in harsh weathers). For the power production, a small wind turbine and 
solar cells were chosen. The main advantage of combining these two is that they 
complement each other well over the year. When the sun does not shine, the wind is more 
likely to blow and vice versa. Apart from the increased redundancy, there are also two 
other advantages, especially in comparison to using only a larger turbine to supply 
energy. One is that a smaller turbine is more sensitive to changes in wind speed and 
direction. This means that it will convert more of the wind energy in low and/or turbulent 
winds. A larger turbine will convert more wind energy in steady, moderate winds. In this 
application however, there will be a small energy need all the time, rather than a big 
energy need at certain instances. Thus, a small turbine is preferable. 
 
The other advantage of using a smaller wind turbine is that the installation of a wind 
turbine with a rotor diameter of more than two meters requires a permit. As will be 
discussed further below, acquiring permits is a very lengthy procedure which should be 
avoided if possible.  

4.3.1 Energy need 
An estimation of how much power the different units would consume during different 
parts of the year was made and can be found in appendix C. In this calculation, the year 
was divided into only winter and summer, where in the wintertime the heating of the 
camera housing runs continuously and in the summer it does not run at all. The fans in 
the camera housing will however always run and consume 2 W. The result of the 
estimation is that the entire system consumes 74 W in the wintertime and 52 W in the 
summertime. Over a month, the consumed energy is 37 kWh in the summertime and 53 
kWh in the wintertime. In table 2, the energy consumption each month of the year can be 
seen. November through February are designated winter months and May through August 
are designated summer months. To make the table somewhat more realistic September, 
October, March, and April were designated fall/spring months, during which the energy 
consumption lies halfway between that of the winter and the summer, namely 45 kWh.  
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Month Energy 
consumption (kWh)

January 53 
February 53 
March 45 
April 45 
May 37 
June 37 
July 37 
August 37 
September 45 
October 45 
November 53 
December 53 
Total 540 

 
Table 2. Estimated monthly energy consumption of the system. 

4.3.2 Wind energy resources 
In order to estimate the wind energy resource at Klammerskären, contact was made with 
SMHI (the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute). SMHI has several 
weather stations at different sites in Sweden, logging data on temperature, wind speed 
and direction, humidity, and air pressure. About 12 km south of Klammerskären lies the 
station Måseskär, from which data on wind speeds at 10 meters height can be obtained. 
SMHI was kind enough to provide one year of wind data free of charge, and this data was 
then used to estimate the possible energy production for the different wind turbines that 
were in question. It was clear (as expected) that the wind energy resource in this area is 
good, with monthly average wind speeds around five to eight meters per second during 
the year studied. The monthly averages can be seen in figure 12. 
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Monthly wind speed averages August 2005 through July 2006 
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Figure 12. Monthly averages of wind speeds at Måseskär, ten meters height, August 2005 
through July 2006. 

 

4.3.3 Choice of Turbine 
The primary choice for the wind turbine was a 400 W Air X Industrial, which is made for 
harsh environments, such as oil rigs for example. The turbine has three carbon fiber 
reinforced plastic blades with a rotor diameter of 1.10 m. The generator is made with 
Neodymium Iron Boron permanent magnets. A picture of this turbine can be seen in 
figure 13. 400 W may seem like a lot when the consumed power is between 50 and 75 W. 
The turbine is only rated 400 W at a wind speed of 13.4 m/s however. At 5 m/s, which 
was the average wind speed in July of 2006, the produced power is of considerably 
smaller magnitude. The estimated monthly energy output of the Air X Industrial can be 
seen in figure 149. 
 

                                                 
9 Table taken from manual of Air X Industrial turbine, page 27. The table is based on Rayleigh Distribution 
Curve with k=2.  
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Figure 13. The Air X Industrial wind turbine. 

 

 
Figure 14. The energy production curve for the Air X Industrial wind turbine. 

 
From the values in figures 12 and 14 it is possible to estimate how much energy would be 
produced each month by the AIR X Industrial, if it were placed at the Måseskär site. The 
result can be seen in table 3. The data from table 2 are also included in this table to 
illustrate if and when the wind turbine does not produce enough energy by itself. As it 
turns out, the only month during which the produced energy is not enough is July. Since 
the energy production data comes from the manufacturer themselves however, there may 
be reason to remain somewhat skeptical to the numbers. In conclusion, using solar energy 
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as a complement to wind energy seems like a good idea, especially since the only energy 
shortage shows up in the summer. 
 

Month Average 
wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Energy 
delivered from 
Air X Industrial 
(kWh) 

Estimated 
energy need 
(kWh) 

Energy 
surplus/ 
shortage 
(kWh)  

August 2005 6.35 65 37 28 
September 2005 7.94 110 45 65 
October 2005 8.1 115 45 70 
November 2005 9.35 145 53 92 
December 2005 8.51 130 53 77 
January 2006 7.14 85 53 32 
February 2006 6.25 60 53 7 
March 2006 5.79 50 45 5 
April 2006 6.37 65 45 20 
May 2006 6.31 60 37 23 
June 2006 5.92 55 37 18 
July 2006 5.15 35 37 -2 

 
Table 3. Average wind speeds and energy delivered from the Air X Industrial. 

 

4.3.4 Solar energy resources and choice of solar panels 
To estimate the possible energy that could be converted in a solar panel, data from the 
company Sunwind10 was used. This data predicts that a solar panel rated at 125 W will 
deliver approximately 23.5 kWh annually in central Sweden11. Of course, this energy is 
spread unevenly across the year, with the main part during the summer months. In table 
4, the energy calculations from table 3 have been complemented with the estimations of 
delivered solar energy. It becomes clear that over a month, the contribution from the solar 
cells is very small in comparison with the wind turbine. As was stated above however, 
the major benefit of using solar cells is the higher redundancy of the system. Though over 
a month, the energy delivered by a solar panel is neglible, it may have a significant 
impact over a couple of sunny days. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
10 Sunwind is a supplier of small energy systems, located in Stockholm 
11 p. 21 Sunwind catalogue 
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Month Energy 
delivered 
from Air X 
Industrial 
(kWh) 

Energy 
delivered 
from 125 W 
solar panel 
(kWh) 

Estimated 
energy 
need 
(kWh) 

Energy 
surplus/ 
shortage 
(kWh)  

August 2005 65 2 37 30 
September 2005 110 2 45 67 
October 2005 115 2 45 72 
November 2005 145 1 53 93 
December 2005 130 1 53 78 
January 2006 85 1 53 33 
February 2006 60 2 53 9 
March 2006 50 3 45 8 
April 2006 65 3 45 23 
May 2006 60 3 37 26 
June 2006 55 2 37 20 
July 2006 35 2 37 0 

 
Table 4. Total monthly energy delivered from both the Air X Industrial wind turbine and 

a 125 W solar panel. 
 
The final choice for the solar panels was not the 125 W panel from Sunwind. Instead, a 
slightly larger system was chosen, consisting of two CellTech CT85 panels with a rating 
of 85 W each. These two panels were connected in parallel to the 12V system. Additional 
calculations on increased energy production for these panels were not done.  

4.4 Battery bank 
The wind is an intermittent energy source, as is the sun. There will be occasions when 
neither the wind turbine nor the solar panels will deliver energy. Thus, there is a need to 
use batteries for backup power. The batteries will be charged when there is an 
overproduction of energy. 
 
The dimensioning of the battery bank is a balancing act between physical size, weight, 
and price on the one hand, and capacity to supply the system with energy on the other 
hand. For this application, deep-cycle AGM (Absorbed Glass Mat) batteries are well 
suited. Such batteries are maintenance-free and do not have to be mounted horizontally. 
They are designed to withstand longer and deeper charging cycles, but smaller currents. 
This can be compared to starter batteries for cars for example. Such batteries are 
supposed to deliver high currents at the start-up, but are not to be discharged to any 
higher degree. Though deep-cycle batteries are designed for deeper discharges than 
starter batteries are, their lifetime will be improved if they are not regularly discharged 
more than 40% (i.e. to less than 60% of the full charge).12 This percentage was therefore 
used to dimension the battery bank.  
 

                                                 
12 Number of 40 % discharges is a figure often used to specify the lifespan of o battery. Based on 
conversations with battery distributor and figures in Sunwind catalogue, pages 39 and 41. 
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The initial assumption was that the battery bank should be able to provide the system 
with energy for one summer week, without being discharged more than 40%. In the 
summertime, the system has a weekly consumption of 728 Ah13 at 12V, meaning that the 
battery bank would need to have a capacity of at least 728 Ah / 0.40 = 1820 Ah. This is a 
large number. To get a feeling for how much it is, a comparison can be made with a car 
battery, which normally has a capacity in the range of 60-90 Ah. To achieve a capacity of 
1820 Ah, 20-30 car batteries would then be required. Such an installation would 
obviously take up a lot of space and weigh a great deal. Though the situation becomes 
somewhat different when working with AGM deep cycle batteries, it became clear during 
the dialogue with the battery distributors that 1820 Ah of battery capacity would be too 
much, both in weight, cost and physical space. The initial demand of one week’s energy 
supply from the batteries had to be modified, and instead an alternative with a capacity of 
1200 Ah was chosen. The daily consumption of the system is 104 Ah14, meaning that the 
battery bank will be able to supply energy to the system for almost five days without 
being discharged more than 40%.  
 
The set-up consists of six Sonnenschein 10 OPzV1200 batteries, connected in series. 
Each battery has a voltage of 2 V and a capacity of 1200 Ah, making for a total of 1200 
Ah at 12 V, or 14.4 kWh. Measuring 25x25x70 (length/width/height) centimeters per 
battery, the six batteries can be mounted together on approximately 1/3 m2, which means 
they can be placed inside the frame of the lattice tower, on the concrete foundation.  
 
A few things can be said about the possibilities for the battery bank to supply energy to 
the system for longer periods than five days. It is fully possible to discharge the batteries 
completely on rare occasions without destroying them. This would mean that the system 
could run for over 11 days on battery power only, if necessary. Frequent such usage will 
shorten the life of the batteries though. Another option for prolonging the possible use of 
the system is to install timers, or remote controlled on/off switches, for some of the 
equipment.  

4.4.1 Charging 
The charging of the battery bank is controlled by two charge regulators; one for the wind 
turbine and one for the solar panel. The object for these regulators is to let current pass 
from the turbine/panel to the batteries when the batteries are not fully charged and to stop 
the charging otherwise. 
 
Excess energy from the wind turbine is diverted to a dump load when the batteries are 
fully charged. The dump load is essentially a number of low-ohmic resistors which 
convert the electric energy to heat. The solar panel does not need a dump load; the charge 
regulator short circuits the panel when the batteries are fully loaded, preventing the panel 
from delivering any current. 

                                                 
13 See appendix. 
14 See appendix 
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4.5 Communication 
For a setup with a camera that is fixed in one position, sufficient communication can be 
arranged with a one-way system, since there is no need to control the camera. When it 
comes to a camera that can pan, zoom, and tilt however, a two-way communication 
system is necessary. Furthermore the system has to have a fairly large bandwidth to 
transfer moving pictures. A specific limit for what is needed is hard to set, but 
somewhere in the range 1.5-5 Mbit/s is usually required to stream video.15 Several 
communication options were discussed and are described below. The final choice was to 
use a sea cable originally meant for a submerged substation (ställverk). 

4.5.1 Satellite 
For applications very far from network access points, satellite communication/broadband 
is more or less the only option. Satellite broadband is independent of location, as long as 
a power supply can be arranged. The distributor Observit offers a system with a capacity 
of 512 kbit/s, which could be used at Klammerskären. 512 kbit/s is less than desired, but 
with adjustments in the frame rate and picture size of the video stream, it could be 
enough. The downside to satellite communication, apart from the limited bandwidth, is 
the high price and that the level of control over the system is low. The total price 
becomes high since there is not only a high initial cost for the setup of the system, but 
also high running costs, due to the fact that one has to pay per transferred data. 

4.5.2 Use of existing nets 
On sites with GSM or 3G coverage, these nets can be used to transfer information. As is 
the case with using satellite broadband, this communication comes with limited 
bandwidth and high running costs. The capacity of the two nets was estimated to 200 
kbit/s for GSM and 340 kbit/s for 3G16, making both of these weaker options than 
satellite broadband. The initial costs are lower however, and for a short period it might be 
worth using 3G for example, to test the system (although with considerably lower video 
quality). 

4.5.3 Point-to-point wireless communication/radio modems 
A number of solutions for wireless transfer of information between two points are 
available. The suitability of different such systems depend among other things on the 
distance between sender and receiver and if there is a clear line-of-sight between the two. 
The measuring station at Gullholmen has access to the Internet and it would therefore be 
suitable for the land-based half of the communication equipment. The cabin itself lies in a 
trench but from a rock formation in the vicinity of the cabin, Klammerskären are visible. 
The distance between Klammerskären and the cabin on Gullholmen is approximately 2 
km.  
 
Principally, there are no problems in transferring moving pictures of excellent quality 
over great distances (public television is broadcasted wirelessly), but in this application 

                                                 
15 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/bredband/bandbredd.shtml, 2007-04-12 
16 Based on conversations with Pro4Wireless, distributor of wireless equipment.  
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there are limitations in the frequency bands that can be used, as well as in how much 
transmitting power is available at Klammerskären. 
 
Most frequency bands are subject to regulations. PTS (Swedish National Post and 
Telecom Agency) may grant permits for use of such frequencies. There are also a few 
frequency bands that are open for anyone to use. Using point-to-point wireless 
communication in this application implied operation in the open bands, since applying for 
permits is a very lengthy process (as will be seen below). Examples of communication 
protocols using open bands are Bluetooth and WLAN. Neither of these two are made for 
the distances involved in this application. There are however radio modems that can be 
coupled to directional antennas to work as long-range broadband links.  
 
Two radio modem alternatives working in the open 5.8 GHz band were investigated. 
Both were capable of high-bandwidth communication across large distances. The cheaper 
alternative was rated for 2 Mbit/s with a range of 15 km and the more expensive option 
was rated for 108 Mbit/s with a range of 6 km. The very high frequencies involved means 
that there will be very little scattering of the signal. This, in turn, means that it is 
necessary to have a clear line-of-sight between the transmitter and receiver. Moreover, 
the line-of-sight needs to be of the kind that it allows approximately 60 %17 of the cigar-
shaped signal to reach the receiver. See figure 15 for an illustration of this phenomenon. 
 
 
 

Reciever Sender 

Obstacles

 
Figure 15. Although the two obstacles are of the same height, the one to the right blocks 

out parts of the cigar shaped signal, whereas the one to the left does not. 
 
This constitutes a problem in the communication between the lattice tower and the cabin 
on Gullholmen, since the cabin is located in a trench. To get good reception, the antenna 

                                                 
17 Based on conversations with Pro4Wireless, distributor of wireless equipment.  
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would have to be elevated. Exactly how much the antenna would have to be raised is hard 
to say, but clearly it needs to be higher than the surrounding obstacles. To investigate if 
placing an antenna or short mast on the roof of the cabin was a plausible alternative, 
measurements of elevation were made on Gulholmen. For this purpose, leveling 
equipment (a dumpy lever) was borrowed from the Department of Earth Sciences. A 
picture of the equipment can be seen in figure 16. 
 

 
Figure 16. Dumpy lever. 

 
The results of the measurements can be seen in figure 17. It is clear that to even come 
level with the rock formation between the lattice tower and the cabin, a tower of about 
eight meters height would be needed. Alternatively, the existing antenna on the roof 
would need to be about three meters higher up. To know exactly how much more height 
would be needed for 60 % of the cigar shaped signal to pass, further calculations are 
needed. However, even an eight meter tower or a three meter antenna was considered to 
be too much, and thus no such calculations were made.  
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Sea level: 0 m 
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Figure 17. Elevations on Klammerskären and Gullholmen. 
 
The alternative is to place the antenna somewhere else than on the cabin. For instance, 
the trench that the cabin lies in runs all the way out to the sea, and in this trench lies the 
power cable from the WEC. An antenna could theoretically be placed in the trench, 
together with a signal cable to the cabin. It was felt, however, that any further 
installations on Gullholmen should be avoided if possible. This is partly since such 
installations require permits and partly since the wish is to disturb the scenery as little as 
possible. Thus, the idea of communicating via radio modem was abandoned.  

4.5.4 Sea cable 
Prior to the launch of the first WEC in the spring of 2006, the sea cable that now connects 
the WEC to land was laid out. In this process, it was cheap and simple to dispatch 
additional cables as well. Thus, a signal cable with twenty 0.2 mm2 conductors was laid 
out. The purpose of this cable was not clearly defined at the time, but as it turned out the 
cable can be used for communication with Klammerskären. The cable is approximately 
2.5 km long. 
 
The camera connects to a network via an Ethernet cable. The range for such a cable is 
well below 2.5 km, and thus some kind of signal enhancement is necessary. For this 
purpose two Westermo DDW-100 Ethernet extenders were purchased, one to be 
connected to each end of the sea cable. The extenders were tried out in a laboratory 
setting before deployment, where the 2.5 km sea cable was simulated with two resistors 
of 267 ohms each and two capacitances of 100 nF each. The resistive value was obtained 
through an estimation of the resistivity per unit length of the cable and the capacitance 
was measured over two of the pairs of the sea cable from land. A schematic picture of the 
set up of the experiment can be seen in figure 18. 
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Figure 18. The experimental setup with a simulated sea cable. 

 
Using a nine poled measuring cable (supplied by Westermo) the capacity of the system 
was examined. The highest band width achieved was 192 kbit/s, which is not very good. 
It meant that the pictures from the camera came with a delay of 5-6 seconds. The frame 
rate was also limited to approximately 1-2 frames per second. This is to be compared to 
the 24 frames per second that can be achieved with a good connection. 
 
The implication is that the sea cable can be used to communicate pictures of fair quality, 
for surveillance purposes. For research purposes however, the frame rate is too low. 
Either a better cable has to be laid out or another system for communication has to be 
tried.  
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5. Permits 
A number of permits had to be granted before it was possible to start building the lattice 
tower and using the equipment involved. As it turned out, this was the part of the project 
with the longest waiting times. The necessary permits and their application times are 
described below. The general research permit for the entire wave power project is valid 
until 2014. Thus, the applications made within the surveillance project were also written 
for temporary permits to facilitate the granting process. 
 
Apart from the long waiting times, the major difficulty in applying for permits is to know 
what permits are necessary. Some are obvious; others came as surprises along the way. 
The process of filing applications was more characterized by the domino effect than by 
strict planning. In searching for information concerning one permit, information about 
another one would be stumbled upon. When contacting the representatives for one 
agency, hints were given about other agencies that might be interested in our project, and 
so on.  

5.1 Permission from the land owner 
Klammerskären are owned by Gåsö samfällighet, a community of residents of Gåsö, 
north of Klammerskären. Contact was made with the community18 early on, and they 
were willing to let us use the Klammerskären. To formalize the permission however, a 
legal document was drafted. The basis for the text was a contract for building 
telecommunication towers, but the contract was adjusted to fit the purposes of the 
surveillance project. This work was done in cooperation with Anne-Catherine Matsson 
from the Legal Affairs Office at Uppsala University. A copy of the final document can be 
found in appendix D. 
 
The document was handed over to the Buildings Office of Uppsala University, which has 
the permission of the Headmaster to set up such contracts, in mid-December 2006. The 
Buildings Office then made the necessary arrangements with Gåsö samfällighet. Since 
Gåsö samfällighet seldom have meetings, it took until mid-March until the contract 
finally was signed.  

5.2 Building permit 
To build anything bigger than a garden shed (friggebod), a building permit is necessary. 
Building permits are granted by the municipality of the affected estate, which is Lysekil 
in the case of Klammerskären. An application for a permit valid until 2014 was sent to 
Lysekil municipality on October 25th, 2006. The blueprint for the tower that was attached 
to the application can be found in appendix E. The handling process was rather quick, 
and the permission was granted on November 16th in the local housing committee of 
Lysekil.  

                                                 
18 Jan Sundberg made the initial work regarding this part. 
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5.3 Exemption from shoreline protection  
Since 1975, Sweden has a law about a general protection of shoreline (strandskydd). The 
purpose of this protection is to “secure the conditions for outdoors life and to preserve 
good life conditions for plants and animals.”19 The protection means that it is forbidden 
to build, as well as dig or in other ways prepare for constructions, within 100 meters from 
the shore. It is possible to receive an exemption from this rule, but not without “special 
reasons”. Examples of such reasons are if a building is replacing a previous building in 
the same spot or if a construction has value for the outdoors life.20 Exempts from 
shoreline protection are granted by the county administration (Länsstyrelsen). 
 
It was our estimation that the difficulties in surveying the wave buoys without setting up 
equipment on Klammerskären could constitute “special reasons”. Thus, an application 
was sent to the county administration in Västra Götaland on September 30th 2006. The 
handling of this permission was lengthier than the one for the building permit, but it was 
granted on March 21st 2007.  

5.4 Permission for camera surveillance 
As with the exemption from shoreline protection, permissions for camera surveillance are 
granted by the county administration. Permission is mandatory if the camera surveys an 
area with public access. The camera on Klammerskären will overlook the waters 
surrounding the wave buoys, and it is possible for the public to enter this area. Thus, a 
permit is necessary. An application for such a permit was sent to the county 
administration in Västra Götaland together with the application regarding shoreline 
protection on September 30th 2006. 
 
On January 10th 2007, Lysekil municipality made a statement that they did not oppose the 
application. The permit was then granted by the county administration on February 6th, 
2007. The conditions for the permit were as follows: 
 
1. The camera may be equipped with optical zoom. 
2. The field of vision for the camera needs to be bounded, so that the camera can only 

monitor the actual research park.  
3. Recording of sound is not permitted. 
4. Only the person responsible for the project, or the person that is put in his or her 

place, may have access to recorded material. Equipment for recording as well as 
recorded material shall be stored in a locked space, accessible only for the above 
mentioned persons.  

5. Information regarding the camera surveillance needs to be posted, both in nearby 
harbors, on Gräsholmarna, and on the lattice tower.  

 
Points 1, 2 and 5 were defined in the application, whereas points 3 and 4 were added by 
the county administration. 
 

                                                 
19 Våra stränder och bestämmelser om strandskydd, page 3, author’s translation . 
20 Våra stränder och bestämmelser om strandskydd, page 4 
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Limitation of the camera’s field of vision will be done physically, by covering parts of 
the dome that protects the camera. The result is shown in figure 19. The dashed line 
represents the estimated distance (approximately 650 meters) at which practically no 
details will be possible to observe.  
 

 
Figure 19. The field of vision of the camera. 

 

5.5 Notification of mounting of obstacle 
To erect anything that could possibly constitute an obstacle for airplanes, permission has 
to be granted by the Swedish Armed Forces (Försvarsmakten). Though the lattice tower 
is lower than most of the rock formations in the surroundings of Klammerskären, it is still 
an obstacle and thus an application was sent to the Southern Military District on October 
12th 2006. The handling of the application took a little under five months and it was 
granted on March 3rd 2007. 

5.6 Notifying the National Maritime Administration 
When searching for a contractor to build the lattice tower, we were briefly in contact with 
the staff of Scandica, a ship belonging to the Swedish Maritime Administration 
(Sjöfartsverket). Scandica does a lot of work out to sea (repairs of lighthouses, 
maintenance of buoys, etc.), and therefore the thought was that they might be suited to 
work on the tower as well. As it turned out another contractor was used, but the contact 
with Scandica led to the recommendation for us to contact the Maritime Administration 
to see if they had anything to object to concerning the tower. This was one of the cases 
where chance, rather than planning, led to discoveries of important steps.  
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The information concerning our plans of a lattice tower were sent on November 20th 2006 
to the Maritime Administration, who were quick in response. The answer came during 
December, and apart from a demand to be notified at the start of the erection project, they 
had nothing to object. 
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6. Present status of the project 
At the time when this is written, a lot of things remain to be done in the project. Most of 
this work is of a practical nature and involves erecting of tower and assembly and 
mounting of all of the equipment. All the necessary parts of the system have been 
delivered. Some of it has been tested, but not all. The system has not been tested as a 
whole. 
 
The only part of the system that has not yet been designed is the container for the 
batteries. For the batteries to be mounted securely, they need to be put on the concrete 
foundation inside the tower. The battery box needs to be large enough to house the 
batteries but still be small enough to be fitted between the bars of the lattice tower. This is 
a design challenge that has yet to be met. It will however be easier to see what is possible 
to do once the tower is erected.  
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7. Conclusions 
The work of designing and building the surveillance system for the wave buoys has been 
challenging and varying, and therefore very interesting. To understand how to get the 
system to work as a whole, a variety of different subjects has been studied. On the same 
day I have sometimes had contact with governmental agencies in the morning, made 
calculations on energy needs before lunch and welded structures on the wave buoy in the 
afternoon. It has been most educative. 
 
One of the major insights gained during the work concerns timescales. The handling 
times for permits in particular turned out to be much longer than anticipated. My feeling 
last fall was that the granting of the exemption from shoreline protection, for example, 
was merely a formality. As it turned out however, the application time was as long as if it 
had concerned a major building project on some part of the shoreline with great public 
interest. The conclusion is that applying for permits takes time, regardless of if the project 
is small or large. There is not at whole lot that could have been done to get the permits 
granted earlier though, since they were dependent on other things, such as a decision on 
how high the tower was supposed to be.  
 
Though all the permits were finally granted, this did not mean that the building could 
start immediately. As I am writing this (May 10, 2007), all permits have been in order for 
6 ½ weeks and still the contractor has not been able to mount the tower. The lesson 
learned from this is that work out to sea is difficult, expensive, and very, very weather 
dependent. Completely calm seas are needed to do most of the work on the tower, and 
calm seas are unusual (otherwise the site would not have been chosen for wave energy 
research). 
 
A difficulty that was not entirely anticipated was the issue of how the energy system was 
to be designed. Arranging the system to work at a voltage of 12 V was a lot more 
complicated than I would have thought. The main reason for this is that none of the 
equipment really was made to function in a self-supporting system without access to the 
main grid. This could also be reflected in the fact that one of the things I was most 
interested in concerning equipment; power consumption, was something that the dealers 
had very little data about.  
 
A very positive effect of this work (if all goes well with the mounting of the tower) is that 
a place has been arranged for future further measurements. Klammerskären will (again 
provided the system works as planned) be equipped with electricity and a means for 
communication with land. This will be very valuable in the future work with the wave 
energy research park.  
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Photos of the wave buoy model from different heights 

Våning 0, ca 4 meter över marken, avstånd 110 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 x zoom    13 x zoom    26 x zoom 

Våning 1, ca 9 meter over marken, avstånd 110 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 x zoom      3 x zoom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 13 x zoom      26 x zoom 
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Våning 2, ca 14 meter over marken, avstånd 110 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 x zoom      3 x zoom 
 
13 x zoom      26 x zoom 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Våning 3, ca 19 meter over marken, avstånd 110 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 x zoom      3 x zoom 
 
13 x zoom      26 x zoom 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Våning 4, ca 24 meter over marken, avstånd 110 m 
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�          Wibe torn AltA Wibe torn AltA        �Wibe torn AltA        �

Vi tillverkade vår första mast för sextio år sedan.

Under senare år har vi byggt mer än 1 000 master för svenska och 
utländska GSM- och 3G- operatörer. Och en sak har vi lärt oss, det 
kommer alltid en nästa gång. En gång som inte är identiskt lik den 
förra. Oberoende av om det handlar om att modifiera en gammal mast.         
Eller bygga en ny.
Därför tänker vi i moduler, tänker fyrkantigt om du vill. Men det innebär 
att vi snabbt (om inte alltid enkelt) kan hitta en lösning för just dina krav. 
Och det gäller inte bara själva masten förresten.
Vi är störst på marknaden och har erfarenhet från tusentals projekt.   
Från projektering via montering och resning, till driftsättning och service. 
Av ostagade torn upp till drygt 100 m, stagade master upp till 350 m och 
mobila teleskopmaster upp till 30 m. Det är en erfarenhet vi gärna delar 
med oss av. För att möta dina behov. Inte bara idag, utan i den framtid vi 
inte vet så mycket om.
Wibe är även marknadsledare när det gäller kabelförläggning med         
produkter som kabelstegar och kabelrännor, armatur- och montage-   
skenor, bärlinesystem, systemundertak – och trådstegar under varu-
märket Defem®.
 

Wibe torn ALTA 
Wibe torn ALTA är uppbyggd av 6-meters sektioner. Ett flexibelt modul-
system som ger möjlighet att välja det torn som krävs för rådande 
belastningar.
Tornen är avsedda för belysning av idrottsplatser, materialgårdar, hamn-
anläggningar, flygplatser m m.
• Torn av svensk kvalitet i högvärdigt stål
• Dimensionering enl. svenska normer
• Smältsvetsning med tillsatsmaterial
• Varmförzinkning enl. SS-EN ISO 1461
• Byggbar från 6 till 72 meter
• Klarar stora vindytor. Se tabell sid 4
• En sexkantplattform och/eller flera serviceplan
• 6-kantig strålkastarring för runtomstrålande belysning
• Strålkastarbalkar för riktad belysning
• Strålkastarfästen anpassade till marknadens moderna strålkastare
• Säkert och lätt att nå strålkastarna för service
• Standard fundamentsritningar för platsgjutning



�          Wibe torn AltA Wibe torn AltA        �Wibe torn AltA        �
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Strålkastarring

Balk för strålkastarfäste

Serviceplan

Sexkantplattform

Plattform med strålkastarbalk  

Svängbart strålkastarfäste

Vridbart strålkastarfäste med arm

Enkelt strålkastarfäste 

Dubbelt strålkastarfäste  

Stegar    

Skyddskorg

Stegskarvsats

Stegfästesats

Täcklock

Fäste för elskåp

Fotplatta endast sektion 16, 17, 18 och 19

Fundamentbultgrupp

Fixeringsmall

Ritning för Jordfundament till sektion 16 och 17

Ritning för Jordfundament till sektion 18 - 21

Ritning för Bergfundament till sektion 16 och 17

Ritning för Bergfundament till sektion 18 - 21

   
Sektioner
För belysningsändamål redovisar vi bara torn upp till 42 meter. Tornet kan dock 
byggas upp till 72 meter. Altatornet uppfyller alla krav vad gäller konstruktivt 
utförande i enlighet med säkerhetsklass 3 enl. BSK. Tornet  levereras som standard 
i utförande klass GC.
  
Sektion Vikt kg Rördimension Best nr

16   omonterad 595 88,9 720 716

17   omonterad 575 88,9 720 717

18   omonterad 430 76,1 720 718

19   helsvetsad 330 70,0 720 719

20   helsvetsad 205 60,3 720 720

21   helsvetsad 152 48,3 720 721

Montageanvisning ALTA 16-21 739 010



�          Wibe torn AltA Wibe torn AltA        �Wibe torn AltA        �

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 12 1,65 m2 2,00 m2 2,45 m2 2,90 m2 3,40 m2

 20 18 1,20 m2 1,55 m2 1,90 m2 2,35 m2 2,85 m2

 19 24 0,95 m2 1,30 m2 1,65 m2 2,10 m2 2,55 m2

 18 30 0,70 m2 1,15 m2 1,50 m2 1,90 m2 2,35 m2

 17 36 0,55 m2 0,95 m2 1,35 m2 1,80 m2 2,25 m2

 16 42 0,40 m2 0,80 m2 1,20 m2 1,65 m2 2,10 m2

Exempel på terrängtyp 1. Exempel på terrängtyp 2. Exempel på terrängtyp 3.

 Terrängtyp 2
 C = formfaktor
 A = area
 C x A vid höjd =

 Terrängtyp 3
 C = formfaktor
 A = area
 C x A vid höjd =

Alta toppsektion 18 – 21 
 Terrängtyp 1
 C = formfaktor
 A = area
 C x A vid höjd =

Dimensioneringstabell

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 12 3,90 m2 4,45 m2 5,05 m2 5,75 m2 6,50 m2

 20 18 3,10 m2 3,55 m2 4,10 m2 4,70 m2 5,40 m2

 19 24 2,55 m2 3,00 m2 3,50 m2 4,05 m2 4,70 m2

 18 30 2,20 m2 2,65 m2 3,10 m2 3,65 m2 4,25 m2

 17 36 1,95 m2 2,40 m2 2,85 m2 3,40 m2 3,95 m2

 16 42 1,80 m2 2,20 m2 2,65 m2 3,15 m2 3,75 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 12 2,45 m2 2,85 m2 3,35 m2 3,90 m2 4,50 m2

 20 18 1,85 m2 2,25 m2 2,65 m2 3,15 m2 3,70 m2

 19 24 1,50 m2 1,90 m2 2,30 m2 2,80 m2 3,30 m2

 18 30 1,30 m2 1,65 m2 2,10 m2 2,55 m2 3,05 m2

 17 36 1,15 m2 1,50 m2 1,90 m2 2,35 m2 2,85 m2

 16 42 1,00 m2 1,40 m2 1,75 m2 2,20 m2 2,70 m2

Toppsektion 21 –21 Toppsektion 21 –21 Toppsektion 21 –21

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 9 4,05 m2 4,45 m2 5,15 m2 5,80 m2 6,50 m2

 20 15 3,30 m2 3,80 m2 4,35 m2 4,95 m2 5,60 m2

 19 21 2,80 m2 3,30 m2 3,90 m2 4,55 m2 5,20 m2

 18 27 2,50 m2 3,00 m2 3,60 m2 4,30 m2 4,90 m2

 17 33 2,25 m2 2,80 m2 3,35 m2 4,00 m2 4,75 m2

 16 39 2,10 m2 2,60 m2 3,20 m2 3,80 m2 4,60 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 9 7,40 m2 8,20 m2 9,00 m2 10,0 m2 11,1 m2

 20 15 6,00 m2 6,60 m2 7,40 m2 8,20 m2 9,20 m2

 19 21 5,20 m2 5,80 m2 6,50 m2 7,30 m2 8,10 m2

 18 27 4,70 m2 5,30 m2 5,95 m2 6,70 m2 7,50 m2

 17 33 4,40 m2 4,95 m2 5,60 m2 6,30 m2 7,10 m2

 16 39 4,10 m2 4,70 m2 5,30 m2 6,00 m2 6,70 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 9 5,20 m2 5,80 m2 6,50 m2 7,20 m2 8,10 m2

 20 15 4,25 m2 4,80 m2 5,40 m2 6,05 m2 6,80 m2

 19 21 3,70 m2 4,30 m2 4,85 m2 5,50 m2 6,20 m2

 18 27 3,30 m2 3,90 m2 4,50 m2 5,15 m2 5,80 m2

 17 33 3,00 m2 3,60 m2 4,25 m2 4,90 m2 5,60 m2

 16 39 2,80 m2 3,40 m2 4,05 m2 4,70 m2 5,40 m2

Toppsektion 21 –21(3m) Toppsektion 21 –21(3m) Toppsektion 21 –21(3m) 

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 6 8,70 m2 9,50 m2 10,4 m2 11,4 m2 12,6 m2

 20 12 5,90 m2 6,70 m2 7,50 m2 8,40 m2 9,50 m2

 19 18 5,10 m2 5,85 m2 6,60 m2 7,50 m2 8,50 m2

 18 24 4,50 m2 5,30 m2 6,20 m2 7,00 m2 8,00 m2

 17 30 4,00 m2 4,80 m2 5,80 m2 6,70 m2 7,60 m2

 16 36 3,80 m2 4,50 m2 5,40 m2 6,40 m2 7,50 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 6 13,3 m2 14,5 m2 15,8 m2 17,3 m2 19,1 m2

 20 12 10,3 m2 11,4 m2 12,6 m2 14,0 m2 15,6 m2

 19 18 8,80 m2 9,80 m2 10,9 m2 12,1 m2 13,5 m2

 18 24 7,80 m2 8,70 m2 9,80 m2 11,0 m2 12,2 m2

 17 30 7,20 m2 8,10 m2 9,10 m2 10,2 m2 11,4 m2

 16 36 6,80 m2 7,60 m2 8,60 m2 9,60 m2 10,8 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 21 6 10,6 m2 11,6 m2 12,7 m2 13,9 m2 15,3 m2

 20 12 7,40 m2 8,30 m2 9,20 m2 10,3 m2 11,5 m2

 19 18 6,40 m2 7,20 m2 8,10 m2 9,10 m2 10,2 m2

 18 24 5,80 m2 6,60 m2 7,40 m2 8,40 m2 9,50 m2

 17 30 5,30 m2 6,20 m2 7,10 m2 7,90 m2 9,00 m2

 16 36 4,90 m2 5,80 m2 6,70 m2 7,60 m2 8,60 m2

Toppsektion 21 Toppsektion 21  Toppsektion 21

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 19 6 18,0 m2 19,4 m2 21,2 m2 23,2 m2 25,4 m2

 18 12 15,7 m2 17,0 m2 18,5 m2 20,2 m2 22,1 m2

 17 18 14,7 m2 16,0 m2 17,4 m2 19,0 m2 20,8 m2

 16 24 14,1 m2 15,3 m2 16,6 m2 18,1 m2 19,8 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 19 6 27,1 m2 29,4 m2 32,1 m2 35,2 m2 38,3 m2

 18 12 23,6 m2 25,8 m2 28,1 m2 30,6 m2 33,4 m2

 17 18 21,0 m2 22,7 m2 24,7 m2 26,9 m2 29,5 m2

 16 24 19,3 m2 21,0 m2 22,8 m2 24,9 m2 27,3 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 19 6 21,7 m2 23,6 m2 25,7 m2 28,0 m2 30,8 m2

 18 12 18,3 m2 19,8 m2 21,6 m2 23,5 m2 25,8 m2

 17 18 16,8 m2 18,3 m2 19,9 m2 21,7 m2 23,7 m2

 16 24 15,9 m2 17,3 m2 18,8 m2 20,5 m2 22,4 m2

Toppsektion 19 Toppsektion 19 Toppsektion 19

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 20 6 12,6 m2 13,8 m2 15,3 m2 17,0 m2 18,8 m2

 19 12 10,4 m2 11,5 m2 12,8 m2 14,3 m2 15,9 m2

 18 18 9,50 m2 10,6 m2 11,8 m2 13,1 m2 14,7 m2

 17 24 9,00 m2 10,0 m2 11,1 m2 12,5 m2 14,0 m2

 16 30 8,70 m2 9,70 m2 10,8 m2 12,0 m2 13,5 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 20 6 19,4 m2 21,5 m2 23,8 m2 26,3 m2 29,0 m2

 19 12 17,2 m2 19,0 m2 20,7 m2 22,9 m2 25,3 m2

 18 18 14,9 m2 16,4 m2 18,0 m2 19,9 m2 22,3 m2

 17 24 13,6 m2 15,0 m2 16,5 m2 18,3 m2 20,4 m2

 16 30 12,7 m2 14,0 m2 15,5 m2 17,2 m2 19,1 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 20 6 15,5 m2 17,2 m2 18,9 m2 20,8 m2 23,0 m2

 19 12 12,7 m2 13,9 m2 15,4 m2 17,2 m2 19,0 m2

 18 18 11,3 m2 12,5 m2 13,9 m2 15,4 m2 17,2 m2

 17 24 10,6 m2 11,7 m2 13,0 m2 14,4 m2 16,2 m2

 16 30 10,1 m2 11,2 m2 12,5 m2 13,9 m2 15,5 m2

Toppsektion 20 Toppsektion 20 Toppsektion 20

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 18 6 41,0 m2 44,5 m2 48,5 m2 53,0 m2 58,0 m2

 17 12 28,5 m2 31,5 m2 34,5 m2 38,0 m2 42,0 m2

 16 18 24,0 m2 27,0 m2 30,5 m2 34,6 m2 39,0 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 18 6 62,0 m2 67,5 m2 73,0 m2 80,0 m2 88,0 m2

 17 12 46,0 m2 50,0 m2 55,0 m2 60,0 m2 67,0 m2

 16 18 39,5 m2 43,5 m2 47,6 m2 52,0 m2 57,5 m2

 Botten Höjd Vref (m/s) 
 sektion (m) 26 25 24 23 22

 18 6 50,0 m2 54,0 m2 58,5 m2 64,2 m2 70,0 m2

 17 12 34,2 m2 37,5 m2 41,0 m2 45,3 m2 50,0 m2

 16 18 30,0 m2 33,4 m2 37,1 m2 41,0 m2 45,0 m2

Toppsektion 18 Toppsektion 18 Toppsektion 18

(säkerhetsklass 1)
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Referensvindhastigheten för vref i m/s för Sveriges kommuner.

Kommun vref	 Kommun vref	 Kommun vref	 Kommun vref	 Kommun vref

Ale 25

Alingsås 25

Alvesta  24

Aneby 24

Arboga 23

Arjeplog 22–26a

Arvidsjaur 21–22a

Arvika 23

Askersund 24

Avesta 23

Bengtsfors 24

Berg 24

Bjurholm 22

Bjuv 26

Boden 21–22a

Bollnäs 23

Borgholm 24

Borlänge 22

Borås 25

Botkyrka 24

Boxholm 24

Bromölla 25

Bräcke 23

Burlöv 26

Båstad 25

Dals-Ed 24

Danderyd 24

Degerfors 23

Dorotea 24

Eda 23

Ekerö 24

Eksjö 24

Emmaboda 24

Enköping 23

Eskilstuna 23

Eslöv 26

Essunga 25

Fagersta 23

Falkenberg 25

Falköping 24

Falun 23

Filipstad 23

Finspång 24

Flen 24

Forshaga 23

Färgelanda 25

Gagnef 22

Gislaved 24

Gnesta 24

Gnosjö 24

Gotland 24

Grums 23

Grästorp 24

Gullspång 24

Gällivare 21–26

Gävle 23

Göteborg 25

Götene 24

Habo 24

Hagfors 22

Hallsberg 23

Hallstahammar 23

Halmstad 25

Hammarö 23

Haninge 24

Haparanda 22

Heby 23

Hedemora 23

Helsingborg 26

Herrljunga 25

Hjo 24

Hofors 23

Huddinge 24

Hudiksvall 23

Hultsfred 24

Hylte 25

Håbo 23

Hällefors 23

Härjedalen  23–25a

Härnösand 22

Härryda 25

Hässleholm 25

Höganäs 26

Högsby 24

Hörby 25

Höör 25

Jokkmokk 22–26a

Järfälla 24

Jönköping 24

Kalix 22

Kalmar 24

Karlsborg 24

Karlshamn 24

Karlskoga 23

Karlskrona 24

Karlstad 23

Katrineholm 24

Kil 23

Kinda 24

Kiruna 21–26a

Klippan 25

Kramfors 22

Kristianstad 25

Kristinehamn 23

Krokom 25

Kumla 23

Kungsbacka 25

Kungsör 23

Kungälv 26

Kävlinge 26

Köping 23

Laholm 25

Landskrona 26

Laxå 24

Leksand 22

Lerum 25

Lessebo 24

Lidingö 24

Lidköping 24

Lilla Edet 25

Lindesberg 22

Linköping 24

Ljungby 25

Ljusdal 23

Ljusnarsberg 22

Lomma 26

Ludvika 22

Luleå 21–22a

Lund 26

Lycksele 23

Lysekil 25

Malmö 26

Malung 22

Malå 22

Mariestad 24

Mark 25

Markaryd 25

Mellerud 24

Mjölby 24

Mora 22

Motala 24

Mullsjö 24

Munkedal 25

Munkfors 23

Mölndal 25

Mönsterås 24

Mörbylånga 24

Nacka 24

Nora 23

Norberg 23

Nordanstig 23

Nordmaling 22

Norrköping 24

Norrtälje 24

Norsjö 22

Nybro 24

Nyköping 24

Nynäshamn 24

Nässjö 24

Ockelbo 23

Olofström 24

Orsa 22

Orust 26

Osby 25

Oskarshamn 24

Ovanåker 23

Oxelösund 24

Pajala 21–22a

Partille 25

Perstorp 25

Piteå 21

Ragunda 23

Robertsfors 22

Ronneby 24 

 

Rättvik 23

Sala 23

Salem 24

Sandviken 23

Sigtuna 24

Simrishamn 26

Sjöbo 26

Skara 24

Skellefteå 22

Skinnsk.berg 23

Skurup 26

Skövde 24

Smedjebacken 22

Sollefteå 23

Sollentuna 24

Solna 24

Sorsele 22–25a

Sotenäs 25

Staffanstorp 26

Stenungsund 25

Stockholm 24

Storfors 23

Storuman 23–25a

Strängnäs 23

Strömstad 24

Strömsund 23–26a

Sundbyberg 24

Sundsvall 23

Sunne 22

Surahammar 23

Svalöv 26

Svedala 26

Svenljunga 25

Säffle 24

Säter 22

Sävsjö 24

Söderhamn 23

Söderköping 24

Södertälje 24

Sölvesborg 25

Tanum 25

Tibro 24

Tidaholm 24

Tierp 24

Timrå 22

Tingsryd 24

Tjörn 26

Tomelilla 26

Torsby 22

Torsås 24

Tranemo 24

Tranås 24

Trelleborg 26

Trollhättan 25

Trosa 24

Tyresö 24

Täby 24

Töreboda 24

Uddevalla 25

Ulricehamn 25

Umeå 22

Upplands-Bro 24

Uppl.-Väsby 24

Uppsala 24

Uppvidinge 24

Vadstena 24

Vaggeryd 24

Valdemarsvik 24

Vallentuna 24

Vansbro 22

Vara 24

Varberg 25

Vaxholm 24

Vellinge 26

Vetlanda 24

Vilhelmina 23–24a

Vimmerby 24

Vindeln 22–23a

Vingåker 24

Vårgårda 25

Vänersborg 25

Vännäs 22

Värmdö 24

Värnamo 24

Västervik 24

Västerås 23

Växjö 24

Ydre 24

Ystad 26

Åmål 24

Ånge 23

Åre 24–26

Årjäng 23

Åsele 22–23

Åstorp 25

Åtvidaberg 24

Älmhult 25

Älvdalen 22–26a

Älvkarleby 23

Älvsbyn 21

Ängelholm 25

Öckerö 25

Ödeshög 24

Örebro 23

Örkelljunga 25

Örnsköldsvik 22

Östersund 23

Österåker 24

Östhammar 24

Östra Göinge 25

Överkalix 21–22a

Övertorneå 22

 
a Se vindhastighetskarta i BKR eller bilaga B BSV97 .

–  Sannolikheten att vref överskrids är 0,02 per år   
    vilket innebär att vref i genomsnitt återkommer   
    en gång på 50 år, dvs. vref är ett karakteristiskt
    värde.
SMHI har beräknat referensvindhastigheten på 
basis av tryckfältsmätningar vid tiden för de största 
stormarna under perioden 1970/71 till 1992/93.

2:3 Vindhastighet
2:31 Referensvindhastighet, vref
Referensvindhastigheten vref definieras av följande fyra 
förutsättningar:
–  medelvindhastigheten under 10 minuter på
–  (referens-)höjden 10 m över omgivande mark   
    som består av 
–  öppen terräng (terrängtyp II med zo = 0,05).
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1800

Strålkastarring
Monteras på valfri höjd på sektionen. 
Kan förses med strålkastarfästen     ,    ,    ,    .

1

2

Balk för strålkastarfäste
En eller flera balkar kan monteras på valfri höjd längs sektioner och förses med 
strålkastarfästen    ,     ,     .

Serviceplan
Monteras invändigt på valfri höjd på sektionen, dock min. 1,2 m från tornets topp.
Tornets sidor utgör skyddsräcke.

3

A3000

900

900

4

Sexkantplattform
Monteras i tornets topp. Kan förses med strålkastarfäste   ,   ,   ,  .
Täcklock ingår.
Levereras omonterad.

För sektion A mm Vikt kg Best nr

18, 19 265 32,8 709 838

20, 21 272 32 709 837

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

20, 21 36 730 350

16-19 Offereras på begäran

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

20, 21 190 710 360

Montageanvisning X-833 876

7 8 9 

1800

1138

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

20, 21 68 709 827

6 7 8 9 

6 7 8 9 
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5

Plattform med strålkastarbalk
Monteras i tornets topp. Kan förses med strålkastarfäste      ,       ,      ,      .
Levereras omonterad.

6

Svängbart strålkastarfäste
Monteras på sexkantplattform   , plattform med strålkastarbalk       eller strålkastar-
ring   . Strålkastarfästet vridbart 360° för säker och bekväm service av strålkastare.

Vridbart strålkastarfäste med arm för balk
Monteras på sexkantplattform     , plattform med strålkastarbalk    , strålkastarring 
eller balk för strålkastarfäste   .   

7

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

20, 21 514 726 397

A mm Vikt kg Best nr

970 13,5 714 475

570 11,8 714 476

Vikt kg Best nr

Vridbart strålkastarfäste med arm för balk    5 790 928

6 7 8 9 

4 5
1 

2
4 5 1

3200

1740

926

1750

678

A 250

500

Strålkastaren i serviceläge.

Plattform eller strålkastarring.
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9

Dubbelt strålkastarfäste
För en stående och en hängande strålkastare. Monteras på sexkantplattform   , 
plattform med strålkastarbalk     , strålkastarring    eller balk för strålkastarfäste        .
Strålkastaren kan vridas ± 25°.

300
210

ø21

Skyddskorg
Erfordras till stegarna för sektionerna 16-19.

Stegar
För invändig klättring i tornet.

10

11

12

Stegskarv
Åtgår 2 st/stege.

R 325

450
900

6x900 =
 5400

6000

Vikt kg Best nr

Dubbelt  strålkastarfäste 9,4 717 095

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 - 21 19,5 706 413

Klätterhinder offereras på begäran

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 - 19 38,0 711 464

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

Samtliga 0,35 708 740
100

200

Enkelt strålkastarfäste
För en stående eller hängande strålkastare. Monteras på sexkantplattform   , 
plattform med strålkastarbalk     , strålkastarring    eller balk för strålkastarfäste   . 
Strålkastaren kan vridas ± 25°.

8

Vikt kg Best nr

Enkelt strålkastarfäste 5,6 717 094

4
5 1 2 

4
5 1 2 

300
210

ø21

Kan även monteras i sektionerna 20 - 21.
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13

Stegfästesats
En sats för varje sektion (1 sats = 4 st)

14

Täcklock
Täcklock skall monteras i tornets topp.
En sats åtgår till varje torn. (1 sats = 4 st ) 

Fäste för elskåp
Består av 2 st balkar, komplett med fästdetaljer.

15

Fotplatta
4 st åtgår per torn.
Erfordras för bottensektion 16, 17, 18 och 19 vid montage mot fundament.

16

Sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 8,0 707 929

17 8,0 707 929

18 8,1 707 930

19 8,0 707 929

20 8,0 707 929

21 8,0 707 929

För sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 - 18 2,3 718 837

19 - 21 1,9 718 836

Sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 13,0 711 512

17 11,0 711 513

18   9,0 711 877

19   7,0 711 878

20   6,0 711 879

21   6,0 711 879

För sektion 20 och 21 erfordras ej fotplatta.

Sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 51,2 714 489

17 30,2 714 590

18   6,1 714 589

19   4,8 714 588

Sektion 16-21 ø180

36
0

Sektion 16-17 Sektion 18-19
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Ritning för Jordfundament till sektion 16 och 17

19

Ritning för Jordfundament till sektion 18 - 21

20

Sektion t mm B mm Ritn. nr

16 300 5000 721 006

17 300 4600 721 007

Sektion t mm B mm Ritn. nr

18 300 4000 721 008

19 300 3500 721 009

20 300 2900 721 010

21 300 2400 721 011

16
Fixeringsmall

18

Sektion Vikt kg Best nr

16 104,0 715 700

17   81,0 715 701

18   44,1 719 785

19    34,8 711 166

20   33,3 711 167

21   33,3 711 168

Fundamentbultgrupp
För platsgjutning åtgår 4 st per mast.

17

Sektion L mm Gänga Vikt kg Best nr (st)

16 1000 M 24 16,4 712 378

17 1000 M 24 15,9 712 379

18   800 M 20   8,1 719 762

19   800 M 20   8,0 712 381

20   800 M 20   6,1 712 382

21   700 M 16   4,4 712 383

B

t

2000

B

t

2000

L

Sektion 16 -19

Sektion 20-21

Sektion 16 - 21
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Ritning för Bergfundament till sektion 16 och 17

21

Ritning för Bergfundament till sektion 18 - 21

22

Vi kan skräddarsy fundament till en större anläggning exakt för era behov. 

Sektion Ritn. nr

16 721 017

17 721 018

Sektion Ritn. nr

18 721 019

19 721 020

20 721 021

21 721 022

Wibe ALTA som bärare av 
antenner



Huvudkontor:
AB WIBE Schneider Electric Norge AS I-Valo Oy Ltd
Box 401  Deliveien 10
SE-792 27 MORA NO-1540 VESTBY FIN-14500 IITTALA 
Sweden Norge Finland
Tel  :      +46 250 280 00 Tel:   +47 649 856 00 Tel:  +358 104 466 600
Fax :      +46 250 103 92 Fax:   +47 649 857 01 Fax: +358 104 466 500
E- mail: info@ wibe.se E- mail: info@ schneider-electric.com.no E-mail:
www.wibe.se www.schneider-electric.no www.i-valo.com

Godkännanden och kvalitetssäkring
Wibes policy är att produkter skall provas och godkännas 
mot gällande nationell och internationell standard. För att 
styra vår verksamhet har vi certifierade kvalitetssystem 
enligt ISO 9001.

Fl
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Wibe torn 
Det finns ett Wibetorn för varje behov.

 

Wibe erbjuder
•  beprövade konstruktioner
•  torn konstruerade enligt gällande normer
•  egen konstruktion och tillverkning
•  snabba och säkra leveranser
•  kvalitetscertifierade enl. ISO 9001:2000
•  miljöcertifierade enl. ISO 14001:1996
•  lättmonterade torn
•  egen varmförzinkning
•  fundamentering
•  personlig service
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AVTAL OM ANLÄGGNINGSARRENDE 
Forskningsstation 

 

 

Jordägare 

 

 

 
Arrendator 

 

 

 

 

Arrendeställe 

 

 

 

 

1. 

Jordägare: Gåsö samfällighet 

Postadress: c/o Lennart Tham, Gåsö, 450 33 Grundsund 

Kontaktperson: Lennart Tham 

 

Arrendator:  Uppsala Universitet 

Postadress:  Box 256, 751 05 Uppsala 

Organisationsnummer:  202100‐2932 

Kontaktperson:  Jan Sundberg 

 

Arrendeställe:   Fastigheten Lysekil Gåsö S:13
  (Klammerskären) i Lysekils kommun. 
 Arrendestället har markerats på bifogad 
 karta. 

 

Ändamål 

2. 

Upplåtelsen sker för att på arrendestället skall drivas en mätstation för 
forskning avseende vågkraft. Exempel på mätningar som kommer att 
göras är vind-, temperatur- och regnmätningar likväl som övervakning 
av de intilliggande vågkraftsbojarna. Arrendatorn får på arrendestället 
uppföra för verksamheten erforderlig mast med i enlighet med bifogad 
ritning. En ändring av mastens höjd i förhållande till vad som anges på 
ritningen får inte ske utan jordägarens skriftliga samtycke.  
 

 

Myndighets-
krav m.m.  

3. 

Det ankommer på arrendatorn att inhämta bygglov och andra 
erforderliga tillstånd för verksamhetens bedrivande.   
 
Arrendatorn är skyldig att ombesörja och bekosta åtgärder eller 
utredning som försäkringsbolag, byggnadsnämnd, miljö- och 
hälsoskyddsnämnd eller annan myndighet kan komma att kräva för 
arrendeställets nyttjande.  
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 Avtal om anläggningsarrende 2007-05-14 

Arrendatorn är skyldig att till jordägaren utge ersättning för avgifter 
enligt plan- och bygglagen som jordägaren nödgas utge till följd av 
arrendatorns åtgärder på arrendestället. 
 

 

Arrendetid 

4. 

Detta avtal gäller från och med datum för underskrift till och med 
2014-12-31. Denna tidsperiod motsvarar den tid under vilken hela 
vågkraftsprojektet har tillstånd att pågå. 
 
Arrendetiden förlängs med ett år i sänder om uppsägning ej sker 
senast sex (6) månader före arrendetidens slut. 
 

 

Arrendeställets 
skick 

5. 

Arrendestället utarrenderas i befintligt skick.  
 
Arrendatorn är skyldig att hålla arrendestället i ett vårdat skick.  
 
På arrendestället får inte uppsättas anordningar för reklam annat än 
information om den verksamhet som bedrivs på området.  
 

 

Ansvar 

6. 

Arrendatorn skall utge ersättning till jordägaren för skador på 
fastigheten eller som annars drabbar jordägaren till följd av 
nedfallande snö och is eller anordningar från masten eller i övrigt för 
person- och sakskador som uppstår till följd av verksamheten på 
arrendestället.  
 
Arrendatorn förbinder sig vidare att hålla jordägaren skadeslös för 
eventuellt skadestånd och därmed sammanhängande kostnader som 
kan drabba jordägaren på grund av arrendatorns verksamhet och 
nyttjande av arrendestället. Arrendatorn skall skyndsamt underrättas 
om krav skulle riktas mot jordägaren som hänför sig till arrendatorns 
verksamhet. Jordägaren skall samråda med arrendatorn inför 
eventuella förlikningsförhandlingar med tredje man och inför 
eventuell rättegång. Jordägaren får inte utan arrendatorns samtycke 
vare sig ingå förlikning med tredje man eller till någon del medge 
tredje mans talan eller vitsorda belopp i sådan rättegång som här 
avses.  
 
Jordägaren är inte ansvarig för skada på arrendestället eller 
arrendatorn tillhörig egendom som orsakas av markens beskaffenhet, 
grundvattenförändringar, tredje man eller allmänheten. 
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 Avtal om anläggningsarrende 2007-05-14 

 

Force majeure 

7. 

Ingendera parten har någon ersättningsskyldighet mot den andre om 
part hindras att utföra sina åtaganden på grund av förhållanden som 
han inte kunnat förutse och vars menliga inverkan han inte rimligen 
kunnat undanröja.  
 

 

Arrendets 
upphörande 

8. 

Vid avtalets upphörande skall arrendatorn bortföra sina byggnader 
och anläggningar och så långt möjligt återställa arrendestället i 
ursprungligt skick.  
 

 

Skiljedom 

9. 

Tvister i anledning av detta arrendeförhållande skall avgöras av 
skiljemän enligt lag om skiljeförfarande (SFS 1999:116). 
Arrendenämnden i det län där fastigheten är belägen skall vara 
skiljenämnd. 
 

 

Kontrakts-
exemplar 

10. 

Detta avtal har upprättats i två exemplar, av vilka jordägaren och 
arrendatorn tagit var sitt. 
 

 

Underskrifter 

 

Jordägarens underskrift:  Arrendatorns underskrift: 

(ort och datum)   (ort och datum) 

 

 

…………………………………. ……………………………………… 
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